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Abstract 

This is the first thorough English language description of Kildin Saami and the first attempt to 

systematically describe the basic phonological, morphological and syntactic features of this 

language from the perspective of general comparative linguistics. 

Kildin Saami is a critically endangered language of the Kola Peninsula in Northwest Russia 

with only about 100 active speakers. The original dialect areas have fragmented during the 

20th century. Within the Saami group and Uralic in general, a remarkable feature of Kildin 

Saami is the high number of consonant phonemes. This is mostly due to the existence of 

palatalization as a distinct phonological feature. Kildin Saami has developed a very high 

degree of fusion in inflectional morphology, including the occurrence of several different 

kinds of nonlinear morphological marking. In verb inflection, there is a special form for 

impersonal passive. Adjectives are marked for attributive and predicative state and the 

language has split marking of plural, where numerals above six govern partitive case. Russian 

influence is found in essentially all components of Kildin Saami language structure, but is 

especially strong in discourse pragmatics. 

The chapter includes a glossed text example and extensive references to earlier linguistic 

literature and other sources on Kildin Saami. 
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13.1 History and classification of Kildin Saami 

Kildin Saami (endonym kiillt saaʹmkiiʹll) belongs, together with Ter Saami, to the peninsula 

group of the East Saamic languages (following Sammallahti’s (1998: 32–34) classification; 

on the genealogy inside the Saamic group, see also Chapter 7). The language is actively 

spoken by only approximately 100 native speakers (Scheller 2011), mostly in the town of 

Lovozero (Lujaaʹvvr) to where most speakers were forcibly resettled in the 1950s and 1960s. 

Originally, Kildin Saami speakers settled all over the central inland parts and up to the 

northern coast of the Kola Peninsula. Four dialects are still maintained: the Kiillt dialect, the 
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Kårdegg dialect, the Lujaaʹvvr dialect and the Arsjogg dialect. The neighbouring Saami 

dialects in the Northwest belong to Skolt Saami (Chapter 12). Ter Saami dialects were 

formerly spoken in the eastern parts of the Kola Peninsula, but there are practically no Ter 

Saami speakers left in these areas today. The last Ter Saami speakers live scattered in 

Lovozero, Murmansk and other places. The third neighbouring Saamic language, Akkala 

Saami, originally spoken to the Southwest of the Kildin Saami dialect area, is also moribund 

or perhaps already extinct (Rantala and Sergina 2009, Scheller 2011). See also Map 13.1 

showing the traditional Kildin Saami settlement area and Map ? for the whole Saami language 

area. 

 

Map 13.1 Distribution of Kildin Saami at the beginning of the 20th century 

 

Russian is the dominant language in practically all domains of Kildin Saami life today. 

Consequently, Russian has a strong influence on Kildin Saami vocabulary and grammar. The 

Russian contacts are centuries old and go back to the establishment of the first orthodox 

monasteries in the area in the 16th century and subsequent Russian colonization. Russian 

cultural and linguistic influence culminated during the Soviet Union in the 20th century when 

heavy migration of Russian-speaking people took place as a result of industrialization and 

militarization in the Kola Peninsula.  

Contacts with the neighbouring Karelians, that lasted at least until the first half of the 

20th century, have also left considerable traces (T. I. Itkonen 1943). Another historical 

contact language which influenced Kildin Saami is Norwegian (T. I. Itkonen 1958). Contacts 

with speakers of the Izhma variety of Komi-Zyrian, on the other hand, seem to have left no or 

very few traces. This is despite the fact that Kildin Saami and Izhma Komi have been in close 

contact since the late 1880s. For recent studies on contact-induced changes in Kildin Saami, 

see Rießler (2007, 2009a), and Blokland and Rießler (2011). 

Sociolinguistic variation in Kildin Saami is still insufficiently described, but 

Sammallahti (1998: 32–34) presents a very broad overview of dialects and also other authors 

mention dialectal features en passant. Detailed phonological descriptions of two single 

idiolects are Bjarnson 1976 (on a speaker of the Lujaavv’r dialect) and Erkki Itkonen 1971 

(on a speaker of the Kiillt dialect). Synchronic variation and change in Kildin Saami have 

otherwise not been investigated in much detail so far, with the exception of code-switching 

with Russian (and partly Izhma-Komi), which has been the topic of several works by Pineda 

(e.g. Pineda 2017). Rießler and Karvovskaya (2013) have argued (based on the use of focus 
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particles) that not only shift-induced language attrition is responsible for synchronic variation 

and change in Kildin Saami, but language planning and the introduction of new (mostly 

written) domains of language use, typically occupied by language activists with puristic 

attitudes, can lead to “revitalization-induced” language change, too (see also Chapter 4 for the 

“gatekeeper” role of self-nominated language experts as an obstacle to viable revitalization). 

The Cyrillic orthography of contemporary Kildin Saami was developed by a group of 

researchers, teachers and language activists under the leadership of Rimma Kuruč during the 

1980s. The rules and history of this orthography have been described by Kuruč et al. (1995). 

It is regularly used, though often inconsistently and in various variants, in learner dictionaries, 

in textbooks for elementary schools as well as in several published literary texts. Since the 

establishment of Standard Written Kildin Saami, language planning and revitalization 

attempts have opened new domains of written language use, for instance in print and social 

media, although the number of Kildin Saami speakers is decreasing rapidly. On language 

planning and the history of literacy in Kildin Saami, see specifically Rießler (2013, 2015) and 

Siegl and Rießler (2015). 

In the following description, the orthographic rules of the closely related Skolt Saami 

language (see Chapter 12) are adapted, rather than using the existing Cyrillic orthography or a 

transliteration thereof. This results in better compatibility not only with Skolt Saami but also 

with other Saamic and even Finnic languages. The vowel and consonant charts in Tables 13.1 

and 13.2 include also the Cyrillic letters in order to explain their relation to the phonemic 

equivalents. Since this is only a grammar sketch, references to earlier research are provided 

only if my analysis differs significantly from what is known from the existing descriptions. 

The grammar is strictly synchronic and follows a form-to-function approach. Note also that 

the presented examples are meant for illustration of the standard language and can therefore 

be constructed. For a short sample of natural speech, see 13.7. 

 

13.2 Phonology 

A characteristic feature of Kildin Saami phonology is the large consonant inventory. Most 

consonants, including sonorants, exhibit a voice opposition. Furthermore, almost all 

consonants have a phonologically distinct palatalized counterpart. Ignoring distinctive length 

and the question of how preaspiration is analyzed, the system has over 50 phonemes, making 

it “large” (according to the typology of Maddieson 2013a). The size of the vowel inventory on 

the other hand is “moderately small” (Maddieson 2013b). Note, however, that the existence of 

a close central vowel results in a slightly different system in contrast to most other Saamic 
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languages. The description in the following sections differs in various details from earlier 

phonological descriptions, including Rießler and Wilbur (2007), but presents the state of my 

own current analysis.  

 

13.2.1 Vowels 

Table 13.1 presents the vowel phonemes in IPA, in the Latin transliteration used in this 

volume, and in Cyrillic orthography. Note that the so-called “semi-palatalized” vowel letters 

(‹ӭ, ӓ›) and the so-called “palatalized vowel letters” (‹я, е, ю, ё›) are left out from this chart 

because they mark palatalization in the preceding consonant rather than different vowel 

phonemes.  

 
Table 13.1 Kildin Saami vowel phonemes represented in IPA, Latin transliteration, and Standard 
Kildin Saami (Cyrillic) orthography 

 front 
central 

back 

 short long short long 

high /i/ i ‹и› /iː/ ii ‹ӣ› /ɨ/ õ ‹ы› /u/ u ‹у› /uː/ uu ‹ӯ› 

mid /ɛ/ e ‹е› /ɛː/ ee ‹е̄›  /o/ o ‹о› /oː/ oo ‹о̄› 

low /a/ a ‹а› /aː/ aa ‹а̄›  /ɒ/ å ‹оа› /ɒː/ åå ‹о̄а̄› 

 

The mid front vowel is phonetically mid-open. According to former descriptions of 

Kildin Saami, all vowels exhibit a binary quantity contrast normally described as ‘short’ vs 

‘long’ (cf. Kert 1971 and the recent study, incl. acoustic measurements, by Kostina 2006). 

Since I have not been able to reproduce this analysis using my own data for the close central 

vowel /ɨ/, there is no long version included in Table 13.1.  

Beside monophthongs there are four phonological diphthongs, /ea/, /ie/, /ua/, and /ue/ 

(in Cyrillic orthography ‹я̄›, ‹е̄›, ‹уа›, ‹уэ›), which are all opening diphthongs. Note that this 

analysis differs from Kusmenko and Rießler (2012), who describe the first two diphthongs as 

long vowels following a palatal or palatalized consonant. Note also that there is no diphthong 

/oa/ in Kildin Saami. The description of such a diphthong by Kert (1971), reproduced in the 

Russian linguistic literature since then, is the result of an incorrect analysis of the open back 

vowel /ɒ/, perhaps due to the perception of this sound under Russian influence. Diphthong 

quantity always seems similar to that of long monophthongs, but the phonological status of 

monophthong and diphthong length still needs further investigation. 
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13.2.2 Consonants 

Table 13.2 presents the consonant phonemes in IPA, in the Latin transliteration used in this 

volume, and in Cyrillic orthography. 

In Cyrillic orthography, palatalization is marked in the vowel letter if a vowel follows 

the consonant. These so-called “semi-palatalized” (‹ӭ, ӓ›) or “palatalized” (‹я, е, ю, ё›) vowel 

letters are not shown in Table 13.2. Another orthographic peculiarity not shown in the table 

are phonologically long (geminate) consonants, which can be written with double letters (e.g. 

‹вв› for /vː/), with a double first consonant letter (e.g. ‹лльй› for /ʎː/) or with two different 

consonant letters (e.g. ‹дт› for /dː/). In orthographic spelling, there is also variation in the use 

of ‹һ› for preaspiration, which is sometimes replaced by an apostrophe ‹'› or ‹хь›, and of ‹ј› 

for the voiceless palatal approximant, which can be replaced by ‹ҋ› or ‹йх›. The letter ‹щ› 

occurs only in Russian loanwords. Note that the analysis of voiced stop and affricate 

geminates as consonant clusters (e.g. by Kert 1971 and Kostina 2006) and their corresponding 

spelling as clusters in standard orthography likely stems from the devoicing which occurs at 

the end of such segments’ articulation; this is especially salient in word-final position.  

A typologically striking feature of nasals and laterals is the three-way opposition 

between dental nasal /n/ and dental lateral /l/, their respective palatalized counterparts /nʲ/ and 

/lʲ/ as well as the palatal nasal /ɲ/ and palatal lateral /ʎ/: mann /manː/ ‘moon; month’, maʹnn 

/manːʲ/ ‘egg’, mannj /maɲː/ ‘daughter in law’; paall /paːlː/ ‘ball’, maaʹll /maːlːʲ/ ‘juice’, maallj 

/maːʎː/ ‘rust’. 

The description of  “semi-palatalization” of the alveolar nasals and stops, reproduced 

in the Russian linguistic literature on Kildin Saami (since Kert and Matusevič 1962), is 

clearly the result of a miss-interpretation of the palatal-palatalized distinction (Rießler and 

Wilbur 2007, Kusmenko and Rießler 2012). In fact, consonant systems exhibiting such a 

phonological distinction are scarcely attested cross-linguistically (Stadnik 2002), see also 

Chapter 41 on palatalization (and palatal articulation) in Uralic languages in general. The 

spelling of the relevant consonants in Table 13.2 shows how the orthography blurs the actual 

phonological distinction between palatalized and palatal consonants: the Cyrillic so-called 

“semi-palatalization” ‹ҍ› and “palatalization” marks ‹ь› are used inconsistently for either 

palatalized or palatal consonants, while the palatal lateral approximant is marked by means of 

a multigraph ‹(л)льй›. 



 

Table 13.2 Kildin Saami consonant phonemes represented in IPA, Latin transliteration, and Standard Kildin Saami (Cyrillic) orthography 
 LABIAL ALVEOLAR PREPALATAL PALATAL VELAR 
PALATALIZED – + – + – + – – + 

STOP 

PR hp hp ‹һп› hpj ʹhp ‹һпь› ht ht ‹һт› htj ʹht ‹һтҍ›    hk hk ‹һк› hkj ʹhk ‹һкь› 

VL p p ‹п› 
pː pp ‹пп› 

pj ʹp ‹пь› 
pːj ʹpp ‹ппь› 

t t ‹т› 
tː tt ‹тт› 

tj ʹt ‹тҍ› 
tːj ʹtt ‹ттҍ› 

   k k ‹к› 
kː k ‹к› 

kj ʹk ‹кь› 
kːj ʹkk ‹ккь› 

V b b ‹б› 
bː bb ‹бп› 

bj ʹb ‹бь› 
bːj ʹbb ‹бпь› 

d d ‹д› 
dː dd ‹дт› 

dj ʹd ‹дҍ› 
dːj ʹdd ‹дтҍ› 

   g g ‹г› 
gː gg ‹гк› 

gj ʹg ‹гь› 
gːj ʹgg ‹гкь› 

AFFR 

PR   hʦ hc ‹һц› hʦj ʹhc ‹һць›  hʧj ʹhč ‹һч›    

VL   ʦ c ‹ц› 
ʦː cc ‹цц› 

ʦj ʹc ‹ць› 
ʦːj ʹcc ‹цць› 

 ʧj ʹč ‹ч› 
ʧːj ʹčč ‹чч› 

   

V   ʣ ʒ ‹дз› ʣj ʹʒʒ ‹дзь›  ʤj ʹǯ ‹жь›    

FRICA 
VL f f ‹ф› 

fː ff ‹фф› 
fj ʹf ‹фь› 

fːj ʹff ‹ффь› 
s s ‹с› 

sː ss ‹сс› 
sj ʹs ‹сь› 

sːj ʹss ‹ссь› 
ʃ š ‹ш› 
ʃː šš ‹шш› 

ʃj ʹš ‹шь› 
ʃːj  ʹšš ‹шшь› 

 x x ‹х› 
xː xx ‹хх› 

xj ʹx ‹хь› 
xːj ʹxx ‹ххь› 

V v v ‹в› 
vː vv ‹вв› 

v j ʹv ‹вь› 
vːj ʹvv ‹ввь› 

z z ‹з› zj ʹz ‹зь› ʒ ǯ ‹ж› ʒj ʹǯ ‹жь›    

NASA 
VL m̥ mh ‹ӎ› 

m̥ː mmh ‹ӎӎ› 
m̥j ʹmh ‹ӎь› 

m̥ːj ʹmmh ‹ӎӎь› 
n̥ nh ‹ӊ› 

n̥ː nnh ‹ӊӊ› 
n̥j ʹnh ‹ӊҍ› 

n̥ːj ʹnnh ‹ӊӊҍ› 
     

V m m ‹м› 
mː mm ‹мм› 

mj ʹm ‹мь› 
mːj ʹmm ‹ммь› 

n n ‹н› 
nː nn ‹нн› 

nj ʹn ‹нҍ› 
nːj ʹnn ‹ннҍ› 

  ɲ nj ‹нь› 
ɲː nnj ‹ннь› 

ŋ ŋ ‹ӈ› 
ŋː ŋŋ ‹ӈӈ› 

ŋj ʹŋ ‹ӈҍ› 
ŋːj ʹŋŋ ‹ӈӈҍ› 

TRILL 
VL   r r ‹р› 

rː rr ‹рр› 
rj ʹr ‹рь› 

rːj ʹrr ‹ррь› 
     

V   r̥ rh ‹ҏ› 
r̥ː rrh ‹ҏҏ› 

r̥j ʹr ‹рь› 
r̥ːj ʹrr ‹ррь› 

     

APPR 
VL   l̥ lh ‹ӆ› 

l̥ː llh ‹ӆӆ› 
l̥j ʹlh ‹ӆь› 

l̥ːj ʹllh ‹ӆӆь› 
  j̥̥ jh ‹ҋ› 

j̥ː jjh ‹ҋҋ› 
  

V   l l ‹л› 
lː ll ‹лл› 

lj ʹl ‹ль› 
lːj ʹll ‹лль› 

  j j ‹й› 
jː jj ‹йй› 

  

L-APPR V       ʎ lj ‹льй› 
ʎː llj ‹лльй› 

  



 

Preaspiration as a true phonetic feature ([ʰC]) is attested only in archaic dialectal 

speech. In most current dialects and sociolects, the cognate sound is articulated as a glottal 

fricative in a consonant cluster ([hC]). Some speakers even articulate a voiceless velar 

fricative ([xC]) when the consonant center is not palatalized. In palatalized environments, the 

palatal allophone of the voiceless velar fricative occurs as a rule. Examples are kiiʹhče ‘look, 

see’ /kiːhʧʲe/ [kʲiːʰʧʲe] ~[kʲiːhʲʧʲe] ~[kʲiːçʧʲe] and paahk ‘mountain hill’ /paːhk/ [paːʰk] ~[paːhk] 

~[paːxk]. What had been preaspiration of voiceless stops and affricates (i.e., a secondary 

feature of a consonant's articulation) in Proto-Saamic has developed into a separate fricative 

sound (unlike Skolt Saami, but similar to several other Saamic languages, see Chapter 7). 

However, due to phonotactics (13.2.5) and the behaviour of the relevant consonant sequences 

in stem gradation (13.3.1) I analyze the so-called preaspirated stops and affricates as 

belonging to phonemic clusters (cf. also Rießler and Wilbur 2007). 

Sonorant devoicing is historically connected to preaspiration. As in earlier 

descriptions of Kildin Saami, the respective sounds are given phonemic status here, although 

this deserves further study. Originally, the voiceless sonorants were allophones occurring 

when preceding a preaspirated consonant, similar to the other Saamic languages which have 

preaspiration (see Chap 7). For comparison, a detailed description of the similar phenomenon 

in Pite Saami is found in Wilbur (2014: 38, 57–58). 

The phonological status of consonant quantity, especially compensatory lengthening 

in consonant clusters undergoing morphonological alternations (13.3.1) in contemporary 

Kildin Saami, needs further investigation. But almost all consonants exhibit a binary quantity 

contrast typically described as ‘single’ vs ‘geminate’ consonants in descriptive linguistics, a 

contrast which is also regularly found in so-called stem gradation, see 13.3.1 below. There are 

indices that the original quantity contrast between short, long and overlong grades of certain 

consonants is preserved, as in Skolt Saami (see Chapter 12). For comprehensive descriptions 

of consonant quantity in earlier documented varieties of Kildin Saami, see T. I. Itkonen 

(1916) and Bańczerowski (1969). 

 

13.2.3 Suprasegments 

There are no word-level distinctions based on suprasegmental phenomena in Kildin Saami. 

Palatalization – which Erkki Itkonen (1971) analyzed as a suprasegment, similar to Skolt 

Saami (see Chapter 12) – is here described as a segmental feature (following Kusmenko and 

Rießler 2012). However, palatalization in Kildin and Skolt Saami (as well as in Akkala Saami 

and Ter Saami) are cognate phenomena, regardless of their segmental status in the respective 
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languages. See also Chapter 41 on palatalization (and palatal articulation) in Uralic languages 

in general. 

 

13.2.4 Phonotactics 

Long vowels or diphthongs and long consonants occur only in (primarily or secondarily) 

stressed syllables. There are no vowel clusters (other than diphthongs). The close central 

vowel /ɨ/ does not occur word-finally. 

The voiced glottal fricative [h], so-called preaspiration, occurs only in clusters before 

voiceless stops and affricates, where it is deleted in the weak stem grades (13.3.1). Therefore, 

the sound has not been analyzed as a phonemic segment in 13.2.2. The voiced palatal lateral 

/ʎ/ as well as the (palatalized and non-palatalized) voiced velar nasals /ŋ/, /ŋʲ/ and the voiced 

postalveolar and palatal affricates /ʣ/, /ʣʲ, /ʤʲ/ do not occur word-initially. The alveolar 

nasals /n, n̥/ do not occur in front of the velar stops /g/, /k/, except at morpheme boundaries. 

Prominent allomorphic realizations of consonants are the voiced velar fricative [ɣ] and 

the voiced dental fricative [ð], which are articulated instead of their respective stop 

counterparts /g/ and /d/, in intervocalic position. The voiced labiodental approximant [ʋ] is 

articulated for the voiced labiodental fricative /v/ in coda position if it follows a vowel (most 

typically in the verb suffix for 3rd person in present tense). The unvoiced palatal fricative [ç] 

is an allophone of the unvoiced velar fricative /x/ in palatalized environments. The alveolar 

lateral approximants /l/, /l̥/ each have a complementarily distributed velarized allophone [lɣ], 

[l̥ɣ], which occurs in non-palatalized environments. 

Voiced obstruents rarely occur in word onsets, except in recent loanwords and a few 

function words. All younger speakers of Kildin Saami have word-final devoicing of 

consonants similar to Russian. 

 

13.2.5 Prosody 

Relevant word-prosodic domains beyond the segment level are syllable, foot and 

(phonological) word. The latter is the domain of word stress, while foot is the domain of 

morphonological processes (13.3.1). 

All free or bound morphemes, i.e. monomorphemic word stems, as well as 

derivational or inflectional affixes, are either mono- or bisyllabic. However, monosyllabic 

stems are more common for all parts of speech; see examples in Tables 13.4 and 13.7. The 

basic syllable template is (C) V (C1 (C2)), where V can be a short or long vowel or a 

diphthong and C1 can be a single, long or preaspirated consonant. C2 is always a single 
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consonant. Typically, onset C is a single consonant as well, although complex word onsets – 

with up to three consonants – can occur in loanwords, e.g. škoola ‘school’ (< Russian škola 

‘school’), skovredd ‘pan’ (< Russian skovoroda ‘pan’), tråʹsske ‘cod’ (< Russian treska 

‘cod’), flooht ‘fleet’ (< Russian flot ‘fleet’), språvdedde ‘manage (on one’s own)’ (< Russian 

spravit'sja ‘manage (on one’s own)’). Note however, that clusters of three consonants are 

very rare. 

Monosyllabic stems always have a coda, with the exception of a few function words, 

e.g. the coordinating connectors a ‘and, but’ (< Russian a ‘and, but’), i ‘and’ (< Russian i 

‘and’), no ‘but’ (< Russian no ‘but’), ja ‘and’, the topic marker =že ‘also’ (< Russian že) and 

the complementizer šte ‘that’ (< Russian što ‘that, what’). 

The template for non-initial syllables is C V (C1 (C2)). It differs only in the onset 

from initial syllables. If morphological and prosodic boundaries do not coincide, complex 

syllable codas and onsets are re-syllabified: the coda of the left syllable obligatorily consists 

of either a long or a single consonant and the onset of the right syllable obligatorily consists 

of a single consonant, as in the following examples (1). 

 

(1) a. saarrn  /saːrːn/   speak\3SG.PRS 

 b. saarrne  /saːrː.n-e/  speak-INF 

 c. saarneškuadd /saːr.n-eʃ.kuadː/ speak-DERINCH\3SG.PRS 

 d. saarneškueʹdde /saːr.n-eʃ.kuedʲ.dʲ-e/ speak-DERINCH-INF 

 

Syllable boundaries can occur between components of a consonant cluster, namely: 

● clusters of separate consonant phonemes (/saːrː.n-e/, see (1)),  

● long consonants (geminates) (/saːr.n-eʃ.kuedʲ.dʲ-e/, see (1)),  

● affricates (puuʒe [puːd.ʦ-e] ‘reindeer (NOM.PL)’, see Table 13.3), or  

● preaspirated consonants (naaʹhpe [naːhʲ.pʲ-e] ‘cups (PART)). 

These prosodic constraints also trigger two regular morphonological processes 

relevant for bisyllabic feet. One process, exemplified with the noun stem nõzan (from Table 

13.3) and the (derived) verb stem vaaʹnncl- (from Table 13.6) in examples 2–3, involves 

second-syllable vowel syncopation in morphologically complex forms. The vowel, which is 

etymological, surfaces only if the syllable occurs in word-final position. (Note my 

morphological analysis of the vowel ablaut /-al-/ : /-el-/ in the bisyllabic verb stems as part of 

the derivational suffix from a synchronic perspective, although etymologically it is part of the 

stem.) 
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(2) a. nõzan   /nõ.zan/ woman\NOM.SG 

 b. nõznest   /nõz.n-est/ woman-LOC.SG 

 c.  */nõ.zan.-est/ 

 d.  */nõ.za.n-est/ 

 

(3) a. vaaʹnnʒle   /vaːnːʲʦ.-l-e/ walk-DERSUB-INF 

 b. vaaʹnnʒal   /vaːnːʲ.ʦ-al/ walk DERSUB\3SG.PRS 

 c.   */vaːnːʲ.ʦ-al.-e/ 

 d.   */vaːnːʲ.ʦ-a.l-e/ 

 

The other process, exemplified by the noun stem kniiga in (4), results in suffix 

allomorphy, either by insertion of the consonant /j/ or by deletion of the suffix-initial vowel 

/e/. As a result, hiatus is avoided and the constraint on having an onset consonant in right 

syllables is fulfilled. 

 

(4) a. kniiga   /kniː.ga/ book\NOM.SG 

 b. kniigaja   /kniː.ga.-ja/ book-ILL.SG 

 c.   */kniː.ga.-a/ 

 d. kniigast   /kniː.ga-st/ book-LOC.SG 

 e.   */kniː.ga.-est/ 

 

Wilbur (2007) has shown that different syllable structures and the distribution of stress 

patterns in Kildin Saami complement one another in focusing on the initial syllable of a foot. 

The domain of stress is the phonological word, where the first syllable always carries main 

stress. Word stems can be disyllabic or monosyllabic stress groups, with the latter type being 

considerably more common, and always carrying main stress. In morphologically complex 

words, secondary stress can occur on one or more syllables. 

Note that the patterns of what makes a phonological word (13.3.9) are not well 

understood yet. Regarding word stress, morphological compounds follow the rules described 

above. Regarding syllable structure, compound stems behave like separate words because 

non-initial elements can have complex onsets not subject to re-syllabification.



 

Table 13.3 Inflection paradigm for nouns 
 CLASS I CLASS II CLASS III CLASS IV CLASS V CLASS VI (DERDIM1) CLASS VII (POSS1SG) 

SG 

NOM kueʹssk vuedd nõzan kniiga puaz piiʹŋg-a (~-enǯ) jaann-a (~-am) 
GEN kueʹsk vued nõzan kniiga puuʒ-e piiʹŋg-a jaann-an 
ACC kueʹsk vued nõzan kniiga puuʒ-e piiʹŋg-a jaann-an 

ILL kuassk-a vuudd-e nõzn-je kniiga-je puuʒ-je piiʹŋg-nje jaann-jan 
LOC kueʹsk-es(t) vued-es(t) nõzn-es(t) kniiga-s(t) puuʒ-es(t) piiʹŋg-as(t) jaann-san 

COM kuuʹsk-en vued-en nõzn-en kniiga-n puuʒ-en piiʹŋg-an jaann-enan 
ABE kueʹsk-xa vued-xa nõzn-ahta kniiga-hta puuʒ-ahta piiʹŋg-ahta jaann-xenan 
ESS kueʹssk-en vuedd-en nõzn-en kniiga-n puuʒ-en piiʹŋg-an ? 

PART kueʹssk-e vuedd-e nõzn-jeʹdde kniiga-jeʹdde puuʒ-jeʹdde piiʹŋg-njeʹdde ? 

PL 

NOM kueʹsk vued nõzan kniiga puuʒ-e piiʹŋg-a jaann-a (~-am) 
GEN kuuʹsk-e vued-e nõzn-e kniiga puuʒ-e piiʹŋg-a jaann-edan 
ACC kuuʹsk-et vued-et nõzn-et kniiga-t puuʒ-et piiʹŋg-at jaann-edan 

ILL kuuʹsk-et vued-et nõzn-et kniiga-t puuʒ-et piiʹŋg-at jaann-jedan 
LOC kuuʹsk-en vued-en nõzn-en kniiga-n puuʒ-en piiʹŋg-an jaann-esan 

COM kuuʹsk-eguejm vued-eguejm nõzn-eguejm kniiga-guejm puuʒ-eguejm piiʹŋg-aguejm jaann-edanguejm 
ABE kuuʹsk-exa vued-exa nõzn-exa kniiga-xa puuʒ-exa piiʹŋg-axa jaann-edanxa 



 

13.3 Morphology 

The morphology in Kildin Saami is predominantly concatenative and almost exclusively 

suffixing. Some inflectional forms are marked by nonlinear morphological processes, i.e. 

stem alternations (13.3.1). Suppletion occurs, too, for instance in the inflection of adjectives 

(Table 13.5) or the derivation of numerals. The values of most morphological features are 

coded by cumulative formatives and agglutination of transparent suffixes occur only in 

derivation (13.3.8). 

 

13.3.1 Morphonology 

There are two basic kinds of morphonological processes (i.e. nonlinear segmental processes 

expressing morphological meaning). The first of these processes affects the stem consonant 

(so-called “stem gradation”, see Chapter 42) and the second affects the stem vowel (so-called 

“ablaut”). A special kind of (qualitative) stem gradation, typical for all East Saamic 

languages, is (de)palatalization (see Chapter 12 on this process in Skolt Saami). The prosodic 

domain for morphonological processes is the foot (13.2.5). 

The nominative singular and genitive singular forms of the class II noun in Table 13.3 

vuedd : vued provide a good example of quantitative consonant gradation. The word pair puaz 

: puuʒe illustrates both qualitative consonant gradation and vowel ablaut. In kueʹssk : kueʹsk : 

kuasska we see the combined processes of quantitative consonant gradation, ablaut and 

depalatalization. Note that only in very few forms are morphological distinctions marked with 

stem alternations alone, like the opposition vuedd [NOM.SG] : vued [GEN|ACC.SG]. 

 

13.3.2 Noun inflection 

Nouns in Kildin Saami belong to different inflectional classes and inflect for two numbers and 

nine cases. Number marking and case marking are merged into portmanteau suffixes 

exhibiting a few syncretic forms. For the functions of different cases in syntax, see below 

13.4.2. Number inflection is missing in the essive and partitive cases. Table 13.3 illustrates 

noun inflection while using examples from different inflection classes with linear morphemes 

separated by a hyphen: kueʹssk (cognate with North Saami goaski) ‘aunt (elder maternal 

sister)’, vuedd (cognate with North Saami vuođđu) ‘ground’, nõzan (cognate with North 

Saami nisson) ‘woman’, puaz (cognate with North Saami boazu) ‘reindeer’, piiʹŋga (derived 

from piiŋŋg ‘wind’ and cognate with North Saami biekkaš) ‘little wind, breeze’ and jaanna 

(derived from jeеʹnn ‘mother’ and cognate with North Saami eadnán) ‘mommy, mother 

(POSS1SG)’. In the two latter classes, the suffixes -enǯ (DIM.NOM.SG) and -am 
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(POSS1SG.NOM.SG) occur as archaic variants. Note that the inflection class labels (I–VII) in 

Table 13.3 are preliminary and used here only for illustrating that different classes exist. 

Several of the nouns used for illustration here are also included in the paradigms by 

Sammallahti and Xvorostuxina (1991: 79–81). 

Classes VI and VII in Table 13.3 require further explanation because not all of these 

forms are attested in corpus data, and elicitation sometimes produces variant forms (cf. also 

the paradigms with variant forms for the possessed nouns in Kert 1971: 158, passim). Some 

informants also use mixed classes, where some forms are inflected like the respective non-

diminutive or non-possessed nouns. For instance, for piiʹŋg-a ‘breeze-DIM’ and jaann-a 

‘mommy-POSS1SG’ the LOC.SG forms piiŋg-est and jieʹn-est can be given, which actually 

belong to the paradigms of the underived piiŋŋg and jeеʹnn.  Note that the consistent 

palatalization of the stem in the diminutive paradigm does not correspond to the cognate 

forms in Skolt Saami (see Chapter 7); this indicates that language change seems to be ongoing 

in Kildin Saami, likely through analogy. 

The variation between the longer and shorter suffixes for locative singular (where the 

shortened variant is innovative) is perhaps dialectal. Another innovation is that younger 

speakers substitute partitive with genitive plural, likely due to Russian interference. 

Kildin Saami has lost the regular possessive inflection of nouns. Remnants of the 

former possessive inflection are only found occasionally with kinship nouns, e.g. jaanna ‘my 

mother, mommy’ in Table 13.3. 

 

13.3.3 Pronoun inflection 

Pronouns are divided into the underived pronominal subclasses of personal, demonstrative, 

and interrogative pronouns (see Table 13.4), in addition to relative and reflexive pronouns.  

Pronominal inflection resembles that of nouns, except that accusative and genitive 

have merged into one single morphological form in all pronominal sub-classes. In Table 13.4, 

this case is glossed with the label GEN|ACC for convenience because the corresponding forms 

have both functions and could therefore be labelled either genitive or accusative. Note also 

the variation in the pronunciation of the personal pronouns in locative singular, which are 

often shortened, and the long and short forms of the demonstratives. Since pronouns in essive 

and partitive case are rarely found any longer in spontaneous speech and the elicited forms 

seem unreliable, essive and partitive are not included in Table 13.3.



 

Table 13.4 Inflection paradigms for personal, demonstrative, and interrogative pronouns 

 PERSON DEM Q 
1 2 3 DISC PROX DIST HUM NHUM 

SG 

NOM munn tonn sonn tõdd(a) tadd(a) tudd(a) kie mii 
GEN muun toon soon tõnn tann tunn kienn meenn 

ILL muʹnne toʹnne soʹnne tõz taz tuz kiez meez 
LOC mu(une)st to(one)st so(one)st tõst tast tust kiest maast 

COM muunen toonen soonen tõjn tajn tujn kiejn meejn 
ABE munxa toonxa soonxa tõnnxa tannxa tunnxa kiennxa meennxa 
ESS munnen toonnen soonnen tõjn tajn tujn kiejn meejn 

PL 

NOM mõjj tõjj sõjj tõgg(a) tagg(a) tugg(a) kiegg meegg 
GEN miiʹn tiiʹn siiʹn tõjt tajt tujt kiejt meejt 

ILL mõjje tõjje sõjje tõjt tajt tujt kiejt meejt 
LOC miiʹnen tiiʹnen siiʹnen tõjnen tajnen tujnen kiejnen meejnen 

COM miiʹneguejm tiiʹneguejm siiʹneguejm tõjtguejm tajtguejm tujtguejm kiejtguejm meejtguejm 
ABE miiʹnexa tiiʹnexa siiʹnexa tõjtxa tajtxa tujtxa kiejtxa meejtxa 
ESS miiʹnen tiiʹnen siiʹnen tõjnen tajnen tujnen kiejnen meejnen 



 

Dual number – characterizing the pronominal inflection in almost all other Saamic 

languages (see Chapter 7) – is missing in Kildin Saami pronominal inflection. The distinction 

between human and non-human is only made with interrogative pronouns. The third person 

form of the personal pronoun thus refers to humans or non-humans alike: Sonn lii taʹst. can 

mean either ‘S/he is here.’ or ‘It is here’. In addition to case, personal and reflexive pronouns 

inflect for person (1–3) and number (singular and plural). There are three series of 

demonstrative pronouns with two stems marking distal and proximal spatial deixis 

respectively and one stem marking discursive deixis. However, most speakers today merge 

the discursive and proximal functions (and sometimes even forms). In this case, it is typically 

the tõdd-series which is generalized or tõdd- and tadd-forms occur in free variation but with 

the same function.  

Demonstratives are not exclusively used as true pronouns (i.e. pro-forms of nominals) 

but can also occur as adnominal modifiers, i.e. demonstrative determiners. Often, but not 

always, the shorter nominative forms of the demonstrative pronouns are reserved for the 

function of demonstrative determiners, whereas the longer nominative forms, ending in -a, 

occur in the demonstrative pro-forms. 

The singular and plural forms of the interrogative determiners are also used as relative 

pronouns and inflect like the interrogative pronouns in Table 13.4. 

Negative indefinites are regularly derived from ordinary interrogatives with which 

they share a similar inflection paradigm, e.g. ni-kie ‘nobody (NEG-Q.HUM.NOM.SG)’, ni-kiez ‘to 

nobody (NEG-Q.HUM.ILL.SG)’ or ni-meejtguejm ‘with nothing (NEG-Q.NHUM.COM.PL)’. On the 

Russian origin of ni- and its status as prefix, see Rießler (2007: 237–238). Note also that in 

contemporary Kildin Saami, the prefix ni- is the only available device to derive negative 

indefinites (different from, e.g., Finnic languages under Russian influence where the original 

negation particles and the borrowed prefix are in free variation, see 14.3.2.5). 

Positive indefinites are also derived from regularly inflected interrogative pronouns or 

adverbs, but using suffixes. Similar to negative indefinites, the patterns for deriving positive 

indefinites clearly resemble Russian, see the examples in (5). 

 

(5) a. kiez-nie   Q.HUM.ILL.SG-INDEF1  ‘to somebody’ 

 b. kiez-leannǯ   Q.HUM.ILL.SG-INDEF2  ‘to anybody’ 

 c. kiennxa-nie   Q.HUM.ABE.SG-INDEF1  ‘without somebody’ 

 d. kiennxa-leannǯ Q.HUM.ABE.SG-INDEF2  ‘without anybody’ 
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The meaning of the pronouns formed with Kildin Saami -nie is related to a question or 

something unknown (like ‘anything’, analogue to the Russian particle -nibud'). The particle -

leannǯ carries an affirmative meaning (like ‘something’, analogue to the Russian particle -to). 

It is possible that the construction with -leannǯ, which is formally identical to the 3rd 

person singular future (potential) form of the verb ‘be’ (see Table 13.6), as a postponed 

particle arose via pattern-borrowing from Russian. The formative -nie is perhaps cognate with 

Russian ni, ne ‘not’ (as well as the Kildin Saami prefix ni-, mentioned above). However, a 

similar construction also occurs in Inari Saami and in North Saami (T. I. Itkonen 1958a: 280), 

which is an argument against a Russian origin of this construction. In any case, both 

formatives marking positive indefinites always take the rightmost position in the inflected 

form throughout the respective paradigms. Consequently, their analysis as separable 

(inflectional) suffixes is possible. This differs from Skolt Saami where they are inserted into 

the stem in some case forms (Feist 2015: 171). 

 

13.3.4 Adjective inflection  

Adjectives inflect for comparison (including the values positive, comparative and superlative) 

and have two form variants, depending on their syntactic position as adnominal modifiers or 

predicates.1 In addition, predicative adjectives inflect for number depending on the number of 

the subject noun phrase. 
 
Table 13.5 Inflection paradigm for adjectives 

 
POS CPR SUP  

PRED ATTR 
SG PL 

CLASS I ruupps-e ruups-e ruuʹpps-es ruuʹps-a(mp) ruuʹps-a-muss ‘red’ 
CLASS II njueʹss njueʹz njueʹz-es njueʹz-a(mp) njueʹz-a-muss ‘bad’ 
CLASS III suubb-e suubb-e suuʹbb-es suubb-t-a(mp) subb-t-a-muss ‘soft’ 
CLASS V šuurr šuur šuurr šuur-a(mp) šuur-a-muss ‘big’ 
CLASS V šiig šiig šiig peʹr-a(mp) peʹr-Ø-muss ‘good’ 

 

Table 13.5 illustrates adjective inflection with examples from a few different adjective 

inflection classes. Note however, that the attributive and predicative inflection of adjectives is 

highly irregular and several speakers tend to generalize the attributive forms in predicative 

function as well. The attributive suffix -es, which has been described as the prototypical 

attributive marker by Rießler (2016, 134–138, passim), only occurs regularly in some classes. 

Suppletive inflection also exists, and there are other irregular forms with a stem extension -t- 

                                                
1 Rießler’s (2016) typology of adjective attribution introduced the label ”state” for the (cross-linguistically 
attested) inflectional category including distinctive attributive and predicative forms of adjectives. 
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preceding the inflectional suffixes. The comparative suffix -amp in Table 13.5 is a more 

archaic variant compared to -a. Note that the inflection class labels (I–VI) are preliminary and 

used here only for illustrating that different classes exist. Adjectives as noun phrase heads 

behave (inflect) like nouns. 

 

13.3.5 Verb inflection 

Verbs in Kildin Saami belong to different inflectional classes and exhibit non-finite and finite 

inflection, the latter with three moods (indicative, conditional/subjunctive, and imperative), 

two tenses (non-past/present and past), two numbers (singular and plural), and three persons 

(1–3). Tense, number, and person marking are merged into portmanteau suffixes. In addition 

to these three personal inflections, there is a fourth impersonal form in the indicative mood, as 

in (6).  

 

(6) a. Taaʹrrm jieʹl-et šiig-teʹnne. 

  today live-IPS.PRS good-ADV 

 ‘Today one lives good.’ 

 b. Eevvdel jiiʹll-eš peʹr-a. 

  earlier live-IPS.PST good-CPR 

 ‘In the past one lived better.’ 

 

This inflectional category, borrowed into all four Kola Saami languages from Karelian (T. I. 

Itkonen 1943: 55), is also sometimes called “4th person” or “impersonal passive” (see also 

14.3.24 for Finnic and 54.2.6 for diathetic changes across Uralic in general). Payne (1997: 

207) states that no languages are known that employ specific morphology just for impersonal 

passives. However, in Kildin Saami (similar to Skolt Saami, chapter 12) the impersonal 

passive forms for present and past tense in (6) are reserved just for this category,2 see also 

Table 13.6. Personal passive as a category is also found in Kildin Saami, but only in 

derivational morphology (13.3.8).

                                                
2 The observation that Payne’s (1997) claim is not valid was first made by Zhivotova (2010: 28) in her M.A. 
thesis on verb inflection in Ter Saami. 



 

 
Table 13.6 Inflection paradigm for verbs 

 CLASS I CLASS II CLASS III (DERSUB) 

NON- 
FINITE 

INF loogg-e jieʹll-e vaaʹnnʒ-l-e 
PTCP.PRS loogg-ej jeeʹll-ej vaaʹnnʒ-l-ej 
PTCP.PST loogg-ma (~-menǯ) jaall-ma (~-menǯ) vaaʹnnʒ-l-a (~-enǯ) 
PTCP.PROG loogg-men jeeʹll-men vaaʹnnʒ-l-emen 
PTCP.ACT loogg-em jeeʹll-em vaaʹnnʒ-l-em 

IND 

PRS 

 SG PL SG PL SG PL 
1 loog-a loogg-ep jaal-a jieʹll-ep vaaʹnnʒ-l-a vaaʹnnʒ-l-ep 
2 loog-ak loogg-beʹdde jaal-ak jieʹll-beʹdde vaaʹnnʒ-l-ak vaaʹnnʒ-l-eʹbbe 
3 låågg loogg-ev jaall jieʹll-ev vaaʹnnʒ-al(t) vaaʹnnʒ-l-ev 
IPC loog-et jieʹl-et vaaʹnnʒ-l-et 
CNG loog jieʹl vaaʹnnʒ-el(t) 

PST 

1 looʹg-e loog-em jiiʹll-e jiiʹl-em vaaʹnnʒ-l-e vaaʹnnʒ-l-em 
2 looʹg-ek loog-et jiiʹll-ek jiiʹl-et vaaʹnnʒ-l-ek vaaʹnnʒ-l-et 
3 lооg-е looʹgg-en jiiʹl-e jiiʹll-en vaaʹnnʒ-el(t) vaaʹnnʒ-l-en 
IPC loogg-eš jiiʹll-eš vaaʹnnʒ-l-eš 
CNG loogg-ma (~-menǯ) jaall-ma (~-menǯ) vaaʹnnʒ-l-a (~-enǯ) 

COND 

1 loog-če loog-čep jaal-če jaal-čep vaaʹnnʒ-l-ehče vaaʹnnʒ-l-ehčep 
2 loog-ček loog-čet jaal-ček jaal-čet vaaʹnnʒ-l-ehček vaaʹnnʒ-l-ehčet 
3 loog-ahč loog-čev jaal-ahč jaal-čev vaaʹnnʒ-l-ahč vaaʹnnʒ-l-ehčev 
IPC loog-češ jaal-češ vaaʹnnʒ-l-ehčeš 
CNG loog-če jaal-če vaaʹnnʒ-l-ehče 

IMP 
2 loog loogg-e jieʹl jieʹll-e vaaʹnnʒ-el(t) vaaʹnnʒ-l-egge 
CNG loogg-e  jieʹll-e  vaaʹnnʒ-l-egge  



 

Table 13.6 presents example paradigms for three different inflection classes (which 

are only preliminarily labelled as classes I–III here) and includes both finite and non-finite 

forms; the verbs presented are loogg- (cognate with North Saami lohka-) ‘read, count’, jieʹll- 

(cognate with North Saami ealli-) ‘live’ and vaaʹnncl- (a subitive derivation of the verb 

vaaʹnnʒ-, cognate with North Saami vázzil-) ‘walk away’. Impersonal forms for conditional 

mood are not included in this paradigm because they are not attested in my data and do not 

seem to be used any longer. The original consonant-final suffixes for infinitive (ending in -d), 

and for the four first-person singular forms (ending in -m) are only attested in the oldest 

recordings and are therefore not included here. There is also variation in the various suffixes 

for second-person singular, where many speakers consistently pronounce a fricative /x/, rather 

than a stop in the suffix, e.g. loog-ax (instead of loog-ak) ‘you read (PRS)’, looʹg-ex (instead of 

looʹg-ek) ‘you read (PST), and loog-čex (instead of loog-ček) ‘you would read (COND)’. This 

variation is likely dialectal. 

The connegative and past participle forms in Tables 13.7 and 13.8 deserve further 

explanation. The suffix onset -m- does not occur in class III (comprising all contracted stems), 

where an archaic suffix variant -enǯ is present instead for this form; e.g. the subitive 

derivation vaaʹnnʒla ‘walk away (CNG.PST)’ (derived from vaaʹnnʒ- ‘walk’ + -l-), the 

causative derivation kõʹrjxa ‘write (CNG.PST)’ (derived from kõʹrrj ‘book, letter’ + -x-), or the 

(synchronically) non-derived verb šåbša ~šåbšenǯ ‘love (CNG.PST)’. In the other classes, the 

suffix onset -m- is sometimes dropped as well, or the suffix -menǯ (sometimes even -enǯ 

without the onset) is used. 

Table 13.7 presents the irregular inflection of the auxiliary and copula verb liijje 

(cognate with North Saami leat) ‘be’, including attested finite and non-finite forms. 

Impersonal forms are not included because they are scarcely attested in texts and seem to be 

out of use. In the varying forms for past participle and connegative present of the copula verb 

in Table 13.7 the shorter forms, without -m-, are innovative. Question marks in Table 13.7 

indicate questionable elicited forms. Note the nearly similar verb paradigms in Sammallahti 

and Xvorostuxina (1991: 83–86), which do not include the active participle and the archaic 

suffix variants. 

As for comparison with other Saamic languages, it should be mentioned that Kildin 

Saami verbs have lost their dual and potential inflections. Historical potential forms occur 

only with the verb ‘be’ where they are used as future tense auxiliaries, e.g. Munn liinnǯe 

pueʹdde. ‘I'll come.’; see also (12c) below. 
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Table 13.7 Inflection paradigm of the auxiliary and copula verb liijje 

NON- 
FINITE 

INF liijje 
PTCP.PST liijj(m)a (~liijj(m)enǯ, ~liinǯ) 
PTCP.PROG liijjmen 
PTCP.ACT liijjem 

IND 

PRS 

 SG PL 
1 lea lieʹp 
2 leak lieʹbbe 
3 lii liev 
IPC leat? 
CNG lea 

PST 

1 liijje liijjem 
2 liijjek liijjet 
3 leajj liijjen 
IPC liijješ 
CNG liijj(m)a (~liijj(m)enǯ, ~liinǯ) 

COND 

1 liihče liihčem 
2 liihček liihčet 
3 leahč liihčen 
CNG liihče 

POT (FUT) 

1 liinnǯe liinnǯep 
2 liinnǯek liinnǯbeʹdde 
3 leannǯ liinnǯev 
CNG liinnǯe 

IMP leahk? leahk? 
 

There is also one impersonal modal verb with the meaning ‘one has (to do)’, which 

has positive and negative forms and inflects for tense and mood. The paradigm of this verb 

(Table 13.8) includes analytic constructions with the auxiliary ‘be’. The negative forms of this 

verb in the analytic constructions are not found in my own data but are described in Kert 

(1971: 208–209). Whereas the verb stem beʹdd- is borrowed from Karelian (T. I. Itkonen 

1943: 54, cf. Rießler 2007: 233),3 the negated forms arose from amalgamation with the 

negative auxiliary. 

Non-finite categories include the infinitive (7) as well as various participles 

functioning syntactically as modifiers either of verbs or of nouns (see also Chapter 48 on non-

finites). The present participle (8) seems to be more regularly used as an agent derivative in 

Kildin Saami, e.g. jåʹdd-ej ‘driver’. The past participle is used to form periphrastic perfects 

and pluperfects (9), see also 13.3.6. The progressive participle conveys a sense of ongoing 

                                                
3 Cf. Karelian pitiä ~ piteä ~ pitää ‘have (to do)’; no etymology is provided in the dictionary by T. I. Itkonen 
(1958a: 24, 814). 
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action (10). The action participle is an attributive modifier of a noun in compound-like 

constructions (11). 

 

(7) Infinitive, suffix -e 

 a. (from vuusst- ‘buy’) 

  munn taad-a liejb vuusst-e 

  1SG.NOM want-1SG.PRS bread\ACC.SG buy-INF 

 ‘I want to buy bread.’ 

 b. (from loogge ‘read’) 

  tenn kõʹrj loogg-e lii tõggveʹnn 

  DISC.SG.GEN|ACC book\ACC.SG read-INF be.3SG.PRS interesting 

 ‘Reading this book is interesting.’ 

  

(8) Present participle, suffix -ej 

 a. (from saarrn- ‘talk’) 

  Låʹnnd lii saarrn-ej. 

  bird\NOM.SG be.3SG.PRS talk-PTCP.PRS 

 ‘The bird is talking (lit. a talking one).’ 

 b. (from jåʹdd- ‘drive’) 

  soan jåʹdd-ej pastex 

  sled\ACC.SG driving-PTCP.PRS herder\NOM.SG 

 ‘a (reindeer) sled driving herder’ 

 

(9) Past participle, suffix -ma 

 a. (from pueʹdd- ‘come’) 

  Munn  puadd-ma lea  kaʹnʒ-eguejm. 

  1SG.NOM come-PTCP.PST be.1SG.PRS friend-COM.PL 

 ‘I've come together with my friends.’ 

 b. (from ujjd- ‘go away’) 

  Sõjj aajga munne liijen ujjd-ma. 

  3PL.NOM before 1SG.ILL be.3PL.PST leave-PTCP.PST 

 ‘They had left before me.’ 

 

(10) Progressive participle, suffix -men 
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 a. (from loogg- ‘read’) 

  Loogg-men sonn seaggen. 

  read-PTCP.PROG 3SG.NOM make_mistake\3SG.PST 

 ‘When reading he made a mistake.’ 

 b. (from jieʹll- ‘live’) 

  Mõjj lieʹb jieʹll-men. 

   1PL.NOM be.1PL.PRS live-PTCP.PROG 

 ‘We are alive.’ 

 

(11) Action participle, suffix -em 

 a. (from loogg- ‘read’) 

  loogg-em kõʹrrj 

  read-PTCP.ACT book\NOM.SG 

 ‘text book (lit. reading book)’  

 b. (from jieʹll- ‘live’) 

  jieʹll-em naaʹll 

  live-PTCP.ACT kind\NOM.SG 

 ‘way of living (lit. living kind)’ 

 

The verb form corresponding to the abessive participle in Skolt Saami (Feist 2015: 

183), is not analyzed as belonging to verb inflection here because the relevant suffix -xanna 

derives adverbs from verbs as well as from other bases, see also 13.3.8. Kildin Saami also 

differs from Skolt Saami in that there is no passive (past) participle. 

I do not include the connegative into the non-finite categories, which is sometimes 

done in descriptions of Saamic languages (e.g. in Skolt Saami by Feist 2015: 201, passim and 

in Pite Saami by Wilbur 2014: 153–157) because it has differentiated forms for different 

tenses and moods.  

 

13.3.6 Analytic verb forms 

Kildin Saami exhibits several analytic constructions for marking the categories of tense and 

mood. Whereas the use of pluperfect is restricted to formal written style (12b), the analytic 

perfect construction (12a) is very regularly used when referring to the resulting state of an 

earlier action, rather than on that earlier action itself. As in other Saamic languages, pluperfect 
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and perfect are built with the past or present forms of the auxiliary verb ‘be’, governing the 

main verb in the past participle.  

 

(12) a.  Sõjj veenns-et liev lõhk-ma. 

  3PL.NOM boat-ACC.PL be.3PL.PRS make-PTCP.PST 

 ‘They have made boats.’ 

 b.  Sõjj veenns-et liijjen lõhk-ma. 

  3PL.NOM boat-ACC.PL be.3PL.PST make-PTCP.PST 

 ‘They had made boats.’ 

 c.  Sõjj veenns-et liinnǯev lõhk-e. 

  3PL.NOM boat-ACC.PL be.3PL.FUT make-INF 

 ‘They will make boats.’ 

 

Another analytic tense is future, which is expressed by means of the auxiliary in the 

original potential mood followed by the infinitive (12c). This construction is highly frequent 

and has grammaticalized into a future construction. Note also that future constructions with 

the phasal verb aaʹllge ‘start, begin’, described by Rießler (2007: 236–237), likely carry a 

modal meaning and are therefore not truly a grammaticalized tense. 

The paradigm for the impersonal modal verb ‘one has (to do)’ is also partly analytic 

(Table 13.8). 

 
Table 13.8 Inflection paradigm of the impersonal modal verb beʹdd- 

 POS NEG 

IND 
PRS bedd iʹbe 
PST beʹdde leajj jieʹbeʹdde? leajj 
FUT beʹdde leannǯ jieʹbeʹdde? leannǯ 

COND bedahč leajj jieʹbeʹddče? leajj 
 

13.3.7 Other inflected word classes 

In addition to nouns, pronouns, verbs and adjectives, cardinal numerals, ordinal numerals and 

other determiners are also inflected word classes. As noun phrase heads, they inflect like 

nouns. 

In addition, cardinal numerals as modifiers agree in case with the head noun. 

However, the case agreement paradigm of cardinals is defective as it does not include all case 

values; see Table 13.9. Since partitive with cardinal numerals and pronouns is rarely found in 

spontaneous speech any longer and the elicited forms seem unreliable, partitive is not 
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included in Table 13.9. However, there is considerable variation attested across speakers 

during elicitation, ranging from no agreement at all to full agreement; cf. the deviating 

paradigms provided by Sammallahti and Xvorostuxina (1991: 81) and Szábo (1968: 109–

110). 

 
Table 13.9 Inflection paradigm of the negative auxiliary 

FINITE 

IND 

PRS 

 SG PL 
1 lea lieʹp 
2 leak lieʹbbe 
3 lii liev 
IPC leat? 
CNG lea 

PST 

1 liijje liijjem 
2 liijjek liijjet 
3 leajj liijjen 
IPC liijješ 
CNG liijj(m)a (~liijj(m)enǯ, ~liinǯ) 

COND 

1 liihče liihčem 
2 liihček liihčet 
3 leahč liihčen 
CNG liihče 

POT (FUT) 

1 liinnǯe liinnǯep 
2 liinnǯek liinnǯbeʹdde 
3 leannǯ liinnǯev 
CNG liinnǯe 

IMP leahk? leahk? 
 

13.3.8 Derivation 

There is a very rich system of productive derivations in Kildin Saami. Almost all 

morphosyntactic classes can be derived, inside one and the same class or from one class into 

another, e.g. deverbal or denominal nouns, deverbal or denominal adjectives, deverbal or 

denominal verbs, denominal or deadjectival adverbs and denominal adpositions. A single base 

can carry more than one derivational suffix, e.g. the abessive adverb saarrndedxanna ‘without 

having agreed (with each other)’ in (13), and some suffixes can attach to different bases, e.g. 

the suffix -xanna derives adverbs from verb bases (saarrndedxanna ‘without having agreed 

(with each other)’ ← saarrndedd- ‘arrange, agree (with each other)’) as well as from noun 

bases (kieǯxanna ‘endlessly, without end’ ← kieǯǯ ‘end’). 

 

(13) Saarrn-ded-xanna mõjj puuʹd-em. 

 speak-DERREFL-DERABE 1PL.NOM come-1PL.PRS 
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 ‘We came without having an appointment.’ 

 

Derivational morphology is especially rich for verbs where it codes aktionsart, 

diminutive, voice and other categories. The verb vaaʹnnʒl- in Table 13.6 presents an example 

of a subitive verb derived from vaaʹnnʒ- ‘walk’. 

A typical nominal derivational category is diminutive. Typical of diminutives 

universally is that they tend to take a more expressive complementary meaning, i.e., marking 

that something is ‘nice’. There are also many lexicalized nouns originating from diminutives, 

e.g. the noun piiʹŋga ‘little wind, breeze’ in Table 13.3. 

A rather peculiar nominal derivation is augmentative because such a category is found 

neither in other Saamic languages (except, perhaps, in Ter Saami) nor in the closely related 

Finnic languages. Augmentatives are less frequent than diminutives but are attested in spoken 

data recorded even today; cf. (36) in the text sample below. It is also worth mentioning that 

both diminutives and augmentatives have two different suffixes in some varieties of Kildin 

Saami, in which a system of semantically nuanced multiple diminutives and augmentatives is 

developing as a result of Russian pattern borrowing (Rießler 2007: 233–236). Examples of 

augmentative nouns derived from peerrht ‘house’ are given in (14). 

 

(14) a. peerht-biiʹhk house-DERAUG  ‘big house’ 

 b. peerht-biigg-enǯ house-DERAUG-DERDIM1 ‘worthless/bad (big) house’ 

 c. peerht-beagg-a house-DERAUG-DERDIM2 ‘worthless/bad (big) house’ 

 

The last two forms in (14) are only used pejoratively. The devision of labour between 

the two latter augmentatives is not completely understood yet, but the complex suffixes 

include the two different variants of the diminutive suffix. The etymological origin of the 

augmentative suffix is the noun piiʹhk ‘piece’ (cognate with North Saami biehkki).4 However, 

augmentatives must be analyzed as grammaticalized derivation, rather than compounding, 

because the augmentative suffix is attached to a weak-grade stem and has lost its lexical 

meaning. 

There is also another type of compound-like derivation where the morphemes -nalla 

(adverb)/-nallšem (adjective) – which are both apparently related to the noun naʹll ‘kind, 

shape’ – can attach to several different bases and derive adverbs or adjectives which translate 

                                                
4 Thanks to Eino Koponen (pc), who pointed me to the respective lemma in T. I. Itkonen's dictionary (cf. T. I. 
Itkonen 1958a: 365). 
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as ‘in a manner pertaining to’, e.g. sammenalla/sammenallšem ‘in the same way’ (derived 

from samme ‘same’), nõʹmmbnalla/nõʹmmbnallšem ‘in the other (different) way’ (from 

nõʹmmb ‘other, second’), jueʹggenalla/jueʹggenallšem ‘common/ly, different/ly, general/ly’ 

(from jueʹgge ‘all’), tõnnalla/tõnnallšem ‘in that way’ (from tõnn PROX.SG.GEN|ACC, 

tåvvreššnalla/tåvvreššnallšem ‘amicably/amicable, friendly’ (from tåvvrešš ‘comrade, 

friend’). 

Note that the second component -šem of the suffix -nallšem resembles the privative 

adjective suffix -xem ending in the same consonant, as e.g. in tåvvrežxem ‘friendless’ (derived 

from tåvvrešš ‘comrade, friend’). The suffix -šem expresses the opposite meaning of 

privative, hence a proprietive adjective suffix.  

From a typological point of view, the regular morphological reduplication of cardinal 

numerals yielding distributive numerals, e.g. efte-efte ‘solitary’, kuʹte-kuʹte ‘twice’ or låʹge-

låʹge ‘ten times’, is noteworthy. Kildin Saami and Hungarian are the only Uralic languages 

mentioned for this feature in the typology in Gil (2013). Ter Saami has it as well (Tereškin 

2002: 119) and it is possibly even more widespread, at least among Saamic languages 

(Miestamo 2011: 123). 

 

13.3.9. Compounding 

In today’s written Kildin Saami, the spelling of compounds (and phrases) as one word, two 

words or with hyphen is inconsistent. There is also variation whether or not compound 

constituents exhibit special morphological marking. This is especially true for compounds 

with two noun stems, which sometimes have genitive case marking on the first (modifying) 

constituent. The variation or inconsistency might be due to dialectal or sociolectal variation or 

simply reflect different speaker intuitions. 

Three different types of compounds can be described according to their semantics and 

the hierarchical structure of the compound (cf. Feist (2015: 133–135) for similar types in 

Skolt Saami). The most common types are the following: 1) endocentric compounds, 

consisting of a (semantic) head and modifier(s), whereas the structure is exclusively head-

final (e.g. čaajj-paʹstem ‘tea spoon’ ← čaajj ‘tea’ + paʹstem ‘spoon’); 2) exocentric 

compounds, which lack a semantic head and their meaning cannot be inferred by the 

individual constituents (e.g. jieʹnn-pieʹll ‘stepmother’ ← jieʹnn ‘mother’ + pieʹll ‘half’); and 

3), appositional compounds, in which both constituents contribute different meanings for a 

single referent, as in lõhcej-nõzan ‘female doctor (lit. doctor-woman)’. In addition, Kildin 

Saami has appositional compounds (for a typology, see Wälchli 2005), where the 
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compounded stems express natural coordination and are thus in a close lexico-semantic 

relationship to each other, e.g. aaʹžjaanna ‘parents (lit. father-mother)’. Note that other word 

classes than nouns can also be heads or modifiers in compounds. 

 

13.4 Syntax 

Kildin Saami syntax is basically similar to that of the other Saamic languages (Chapter 7) and 

especially close to Skolt Saami (Chapter 12), with which it shares several innovative features 

due to Russian influence. 

 

13.4.1 Constituent order 

Constituent order is for the most part head-final, including the predominant occurrence of 

postpositions (15a is an example of the relatively few prepositions) and predominant head-

finality in noun phrases with adjective, determiner, noun, and pronoun modifiers. However, 

relative clauses always follow the noun they modify (15b). 

 

(15) a.  vaaʹnʒ-e [AdP rast čuuhkas ] 

  walk-INF across road\GEN.SG 

 ‘to walk across the road’ 

 b.  [NP pastex, [Rel koogg liev čaar-est puedd-ma ] ] 

  herder\NOM.PL REL.NOM.PL be.3PL.PRS tundra-LOC.SG come-PTCP.PST 

 ‘the herders, who have come from the tundra’ 

 

Constituent order in verb phrases is more flexible and determined by information 

structure.  

 

(16) a.  Sonn lõhk veennas. 

  3SG.NOM work\3SG.PRS boat\ACC.SG 

 b.  Sonn veennas lõhk. 

  3SG.NOM boat\ACC.SG work\3SG.PRS 

 ‘S/he builds a boat.’ 

 

(17) a.  Sõjj jååʹdd-ev udl-eʹnne. 

  3PL.NOM drive-3PL.PRS quick-ADV 

 b.  Sõjj udl-eʹnne jååʹdd-ev. 
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  3PL.NOM quick-ADV drive-3PL.PRS 

 ‘They drive fast.’ 

 

A tendency to shift from SOV to SVO basic constituent order has been mentioned by 

Rießler (2007: 230), but this question still needs to be investigated in more detail.  

 

13.4.2 Agreement and government 

Adpositions govern genitive case on the dependent noun phrase, as in (15a). 

Adnominal adjectives do not agree with the noun phrase head (šuurr puaz ‘big reindeer (SG)’, 

šuurr puuʒ-e ‘big reindeer (PL)’), unlike adnominal determiners, numerals, and pronouns, 

which show limited case agreement, see Table 13.9. The existence of an inflectional category 

including the values ATTR and PRED (Table 13.5) is similar to other Saamic languages. 

Another typologically interesting feature in the morphosyntax of noun phrases is the 

case-marking of nominals with numerals or other quantifiers as determiners. Whereas the 

adnominal numeral ‘one’ governs nominative singular (e.g. eexxt puaz ‘one reindeer 

(NOM.SG)’), lower numerals govern genitive singular (e.g. võdd puuʒ-e ‘five reindeer 

(GEN.SG)’; formally, this case can also be analyzed as nominative plural, which is always 

syncretic with genitive singular). Higher numerals – typically above ‘six’, but there is some 

variation – and other quantifiers, e.g. ‘many’, ‘how many’, and ‘few’, regularly govern 

partitive case on the head noun (e.g. jenne puuʒ-jeʹdde ‘many reindeer (PART)’).  

Partitive case is otherwise only governed by the adjectival head in comparative and 

superlative adjective phrases (18a), although locative seems to be more common in these 

constructions nowadays (18b). Note also the reversed constituent order inside the comparative 

adjective phrases with partitive vs. locative. 

 

(18) a.  Toonn leak [AP aʹl-a munne ]. 

  2SG.NOM be.2SG.PRS high-CPR 1SG.PART 

 ‘You are taller than me.’ 

 b.  Toonn leak [AP munest aʹl-a ]. 

  2SG.NOM be.2SG.PRS 1SG.LOC high-CPR 

 ‘You are taller than me.’  

 

Adnominal possessors are marked for genitive, although locative is also often used in 

this function (19). 
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(19) a.  Muun aahkev saarrn-ev šiigg-teʹnne saam-as. 

  1SG.GEN grandchild\NOM.PL speak-3PL.PRS good-ADV Saami-ADV 

 ‘My grandchildren speak Saami well.’ 

 b.  Must aahkev saarrn-ev šiigg-teʹnne saam-as. 

  1SG.LOC grandchild\NOM.PL speak-3PL.PRS good-ADV Saami-ADV 

 ‘My grandchildren speak Saami well.’ 

 

Finite verbs agree in person and number with the subject noun phrase (except the 

impersonal modal verb, see (23) and Table 13.8, which have a different argument structure). 

Direct object noun phrases are in accusative case, other non-core arguments and adjuncts in 

verb phrases are also typically case marked (20). 

 

(20) Laʹn-est munn vuulg-x-e kõʹrj-et sõjje. 

 city-LOC.SG 1SG.NOM go-DERCAUS-1SG.PST letter-ACC.PL 3PL.ILL 

 ‘From the city, I sent letters to them.’ 

 

However, direct objects are not marked for accusative if an adnominal quantifier 

already governs case on the head noun (21), see also Table 13.9). 

 

(21) a.  Kiez vuulg-x-ek [NP kõʹrj-et ]? 

  Q.HUM.SG.ILL go-DERCAUS-2SG.PST letter-ACC.PL 

 ‘To whom did you sent letters?’ 

 b.  Kiez vuulg-x-ek [NP jeenne kõʹrrj-e ]? 

  Q.HUM.SG.ILL go go-DERCAUS-2SG.PST many letter-PART 

 ‘To whom did you sent many letters?’ 

 

Illative mainly expresses the goal of an action including animate recipients (20), but 

can also be governed by a few verbs, e.g. våårrd- ‘spend time’ in (22). 

 

(22) Våårrd-ek toonn čiirr-e? 

 stay-2SG.PST 2SG.NOM tundra-ILL.SG 

 ‘Did you spend time in the tundra?’ 
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Furthermore, illative case is also governed on the logical subject of the impersonal 

modal verb beʹdd- ‘one needs to’ (23). Whereas the verb is likely borrowed from Karelian (T. 

I. Itkonen 1943: 54, see also 13.3.5), Szabó (1984: 36–37) and Rießler (2007: 232–233) argue 

that the syntactic construction, in which it governs illative case, is ultimately calqued on the 

model of the constructions with nado ‘one has (to do)’, ne nado ‘one doesn't have (to do)’ in 

Russian.5 

 

(23) a.  Sõjje bedd peerrht-je vaaʹnnc-l-e. 

  3PL.ILL one_needs:PRS house-ILL.SG go-DERSUB-INF 

 ‘You need to walk home.’ 

 b.  Mõjje bedahč pima-t kuarr-e. 

  1PL.ILL one_needs:COND fur_boot-ACC.PL sew-INF 

 ‘We would need to sew fur boots.’ 

 c.  Tooʹnne iʹbe tenn lõhk-e. 

  2SG.ILL one_needs:NEG.PRS DISC:ACC.SG do-INF 

 ‘You don‘t have to do this.’ 

 

The use of illative case in constructions expressing the age of someone or something 

in years is explained as a calque from Russian (Rießler 2007: 233); however, locative can be 

used in this construction as well (24).  

 

(24) a.  Mõõʹnnje lii njeellj-emb-låʹgg õgg-e. 

  1SG.ILL be.3SG.PRS four\NOM-TEN-NOM year-PART 

 ‘I'm 14 years old.’ 

 b.  Muun puarrs-a vueʹrbn-est lii jo kaaxxc-emb-låʹgg õgg-e. 

  1SG.GEN old-CPR sister-LOC.SG be.3SG.PRS already eight\NOM-TEN-NOM year-

PART 

 ‘My older sister is already 18.’ 

 

Locative is an adverbial case used for marking location and source (20), but it can also 

be governed by a few verbs (25), in addition to coding the possessor (13.4.4). 

 

                                                
5 In some Karelian varieties, allative case is governed in these constructions, hence a similar model of 
goal/recipient coding, cf. 16.4.2.2. 
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(25) Uʒʒ paaʹrrša-n jieʹp paall-ma pallds-en. 

 little\ATTR little_boy-ESS NEG.1PL fear\CNG.PRS wolve-LOC.PL 

 ‘As little boys, we didn’t fear wolves.’ 

 

Other adverbial cases are comitative (indicating accompaniment and instrument (26a); 

for the sociative/instrumental syncretism in Uralic, see also 44.4.4.2), abessive (indicating the 

absence of something or someone (26b)); essive case is used in secondary predication and 

marks a temporary state or function of a person or object (25).  

 

(26) a.  Munn paj poor-a vear liejb-en. 

  3SG.NOM always eat-CNG.PRS broth\ACC.SG bread-COM.SG 

 ‘I always eat broth (together) with bread.’ 

 b.  Munn ni-kueʹss emm poor vear liejb-xa. 

  3SG.NOM NEG-when NEG.1SG eat-CNG.PRS broth\ACC.SG bread-ABE.SG 

 ‘I never eat broth without bread.’ 

 

13.4.3 Questions 

Information questions are formed by question words, typically pro-adverbs or pronouns, 

which are fronted in the interrogative sentence (or subordinate clause, see 13.4.6) and under 

focus intonation. The dualism in inherited Saami question words (see Chapter 7), which begin 

either with an etymological bilabial nasal (*mi-) or velar stop (*ku-/*ke-), is also reflected in 

Kildin Saami, e.g. the pronouns mii ‘what (NHUM.NOM.SG)’ and kie ‘who (HUM.NOM.SG)’ (see 

Table 13.4), the pro-adverbs maxxt ‘how’ and koxxt ‘how’, as well as the determiners maʹnte 

‘which’ and kuu ‘which (NOM.SG)’. 

There are also several complex question words which are syntactically postpositional 

phrases with the interrogative pronoun in genitive, e.g. menn guejge ‘why (lit. what for)’ with 

the postposition ‘for’, and menn veeʹrd ‘how much (lit. what around)’ with the postposition 

‘around’. Note also that the quantifier jenne can mean both ‘many’ and ‘how many’.  

Polar questions are not overtly marked and there is sparse evidence for the use of 

optional or obligatory question particles (hence unlike most other Saamic languages, see 

Chapter 7). Constituent order and focus intonation (or, rather, a combination thereof) provide 

the clues for information structure in questions: typically, the constituent in focus, i.e. in 

scope of the question, is moved to the front of the interrogative sentence (27). 
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(27) Neutral statement 

 a.  Sonn puadd Lujaavvr-a. 

  3SG.NOM come\3SG.PRS Lovozero-ILL.SG 

 ‘S/he comes to Lovozero.’ 

 Focus in questions 

 b. Puadd sonn Lujaavvra? ‘Does s/he come to Lovozero?’ 

 c. Lujaavvra sonn puadd? ‘Is it to Lovozero s/he comes?’ 

 d. Sonn puadd Lujaavvra? ‘Is it s/he who comes to Lovozero?’ 

 

However, in addition to the patterns illustrated above, the focused constituent may 

also occur sentence-finally. Whereas the combination of constituent order and intonation has 

normally been described as most relevant for question formation (e.g. by Kert 1971: 91–292), 

intonation patterns have so far not been studied.  

As in other Saamic languages, (affirmative or negative) response to a polar question is 

normally given by repeating the predicate. But other strategies are also common, such as 

using the affirmative particle nõʹdd meaning ‘yes, right’, or the third-person singular form of 

the negation auxiliary ejj meaning ‘no’. 

 

13.4.4 Predicative possession 

Marking of predicative possession follows the Saamic prototype, see Chapter 7. The 

possessor in an existential clause is marked by adverbial case, i.e. locative, while the 

possessee receives grammatical case, i.e. nominative, and triggers agreement on the copula 

verb, as in (28). 

 

(28) a.  Niijd-en lii kaaʹnnʒ. 

  girl-LOC.PL be.3SG.PRS friend\NOM.SG 

 ‘The girls have a friend.’ 

 b.  Niijd-est liev kaaʹnʒ. 

  girl-LOC.SG be.3PL.PRS friend\NOM.PL 

 ‘The girl has friends.’ 

 c.  Niijd-est leak toonn. 

  girl-LOC.SG be.2SG.PRS 2SG.NOM 

 ‘The girl has you.’ 
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13.4.5 Negation 

As in all other Saamic languages, negation in Kildin Saami is expressed by means of a 

negation auxiliary followed by the main verb in a special connegative form. In Kildin Saami 

the negation verb inflects for person, number and mood; the connegative has a present or past 

form (29). Table 13.10 presents the complete paradigm of the negation verb, see also 13.3.5. 

 

(29) a.  Munn puad-a. 

  1SG.NOM come-1SG.PRS 

 ‘I come.’ 

 b.  Munn emm pueʹd. 

  1SG.NOM NEG.1SG come\CNG.PRS 

 ‘I don’t come.’ 

 c.  Munn emm puad-ma. 

  1SG.NOM NEG.1SG come-CNG.PST 

 ‘I didn’t come.’ 

 

The constructions with the 3rd person negation verb and the connegative present of 

the auxiliary verb ‘be’ are typically amalgamated as the result of phonological contraction or 

clitization (examples in (30), see also sentences (36) and (38) in the sample text). 

 

(30) a. eʹlla(k) ‘isn't’ NEG.3SG=be.CNG.PRS ← ejj + lea 

 b. jievvla ‘aren't’ NEG.3PL=be.CNG.PRS ← jiev + lea 

 c. eʹllij ‘wasn't’ NEG.3SG=be.CNG.PST ← ejj + liijj(m)a 

 d. jievvlij ‘weren’t’ NEG.3PL=be.CNG.PST ← jiev + liijj(m)a 

 
Table 13.10 Inflection paradigms for different adnominal modifiers 

 ‘one tree’ ‘three trees’ ‘this tree’ 
NOM eexxt muurr koollm muur tedd muurr 
GEN|ACC eft muur koolm muur tenn muur 
ILL eft muuʹrre koolm muuʹrre tenn muuʹrre 
LOC eft muurest koolm muurest tenn muurest 
COM eften muuren koolmen muuren tejn muuren 
ABE eft muurxa koolm muurxa tenn muurxa 
ESS eexxten muurren koollmen muurren tejn muurren 

 

The third-person singular form of the negative auxiliary ejj is often used as a negative 

particle ‘no’ (13.4.3). Other phenomena relevant for negation are found in the formation of 
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negative indefinites (13.3.3) and the inflection of the impersonal modal verb ‘one has (to do)’ 

(Table 13.8). 

 

13.4.6 Phrase and clause combining 

The basic pattern of phrase and clause combining in Kildin Saami is similar to the other 

Saamic languages, i.e. by means of coordinating and subordinating conjunctions. 

The general coordinating conjunction is ja ‘and’ (borrowed into Proto-Saamic from 

Proto-Germanic, cf. Sammallahti 1998: 249), but the Russian borrowing i ‘and’ is also 

frequently used in vernacular varieties. The inherited conjunction ja tends to be 

predominantly used for connecting phrases, clauses and sentences and the borrowed 

conjunction i for non-sentential units, hence a discourse connector. 

Example (31), from the Kildin Saami translation of the children's novel Pippi 

Longstocking, illustrates sentence-external use of the connector i. Here a new turn is 

introduced, where the protagonist starts speaking. There is no other sentence coordinated by 

means of the connector, but rather the whole preceding turn. 

 

(31) I toonest jievvla ni aʹǯ, ni jieʹnn? 

 аnd 2SG.LOC NEG3PL=be:CNG.PRS NEG father\NOM.SG NEG mother\NOM.SG 

 ‘And you don’t have neither a father or a mother?’ (Lindgren 2013: 14) 

 

Other coordinating conjunctions, all borrowed from Russian, are (comparative) a ‘and, 

but’ (< Russian a ‘and, but’), (separative) aʹle ~iʹle ‘or’ (< Russian ili ‘or’), and (oppositional) 

nå~noe~no ‘but’ (< Russian no ‘but’), as well as the (correlative) conjunction ni… ni 

‘neither… nor’ (< Russian ni… ni ‘neither… nor’) in (31). 

Kildin Saami has also borrowed two if-type complementizers: kåʹle (archaic) and jeʹsle 

(32a) as well as the that-type complementizer šte (32b) from Russian (for more details on 

complementation, see Kotcheva and Rießler 2016). Adverbial subordinators like štobe ‘in 

order to’ (32c), potomušte ‘because’, xoʹt ‘although’ and others are also borrowed from 

Russian. A native subordinator of finite adverbial clauses is the clitic =gu ‘how’ (32d). Other 

subordinated adverbial clauses are introduced by question words such as mii ‘what 

(NHUM.NOM.SG)’, kie ‘who (HUM.NOM.SG)’, kaʹst ‘where’, etc., and juxtaposed to the matrix 

clause (32e). Non-finite clause combining is not found in Kildin Saami. 

 

(32) a. Munn ujn-a [COMP je´sle [S toonn loog-ak kõrj ]]. 
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  1SG.NOM see-1SG.PRS if 2SG.NOM read-2SG.PRS book\ACC.SG 

 ‘I see if you (will) read a book.’ 

 b.  Munn ujn-a [COMP šte [S toonn loog-ak kõrj ]]. 

  1SG.NOM see-1SG.PRS that 2SG.NOM read-2SG.PRS book\ACC.SG 

 ‘I see that you read a book.’ 

 c.  Vaaʹnnʒ-e påge [COMP štobe [S emm ujn siiʹn ]]! 

  walk\IMP.PL away in_order_to NEG.1SG see\CNG.PRS 3PL.ACC 

 ‘Go away so that I don't see you!’ 

 d.  Munn ujn-a [COMP =gu [S toonn loog-ak kõrj ]]. 

  1SG.NOM see-1SG.PRS how 2SG.NOM read-2SG.PRS book\ACC.SG 

 ‘I see how / where you read a book.’ 

 e.  Munn ujn-a [COMP [S kooxxt / kaʹst toonn loog-ak kõrj ]]. 

  1SG.NOM see-1SG.PRS how where 2SG.NOM read-2SG.PRS book\ACC.SG 

 ‘I see how / where you read a book.’ 

 

13.5 Pragmatics and discourse grammar 

Studies on pragmatic semantics in Kildin Saami are virtually non-existent, but Karvovskaya 

and Zimmermann (2010) describe reflexive pronoun binding and Karvovskaya (2011) 

includes a study of focus particles in Kildin Saami. See also 13.3.3 for pronominal marking of 

person and place deixis. Following the Russian model of politeness, 2PL forms are now 

sometimes used when politely addressing a single (adult) person. 

Discourse and information structuring have hardly been investigated either, and we do 

not know much about how focus and topic marking are realized in the language. The native 

Saamic discourse clitics, which are typical of Skolt Saami and the other Saamic languages, 

seem to be disappearing. But at least three new clitics, which are due to contact with Russian, 

are well attested and will be briefly described in the following. 

The enclitic topic particle =že (< Russian že) is found already in the first recorded 

texts of all four Kola Saami languages. It is described in the grammar of Halász (1883: 40) 

and the dictionary of T. I. Itkonen (1958: 546). 

Another enclitic particle is =dak, which seems to function as a clause-final pragmatic 

marker similar to the Pomor Russian dialect of the Kola Peninsula (for which it has been 

described as a procedural marker by Post 2006) and is perhaps borrowed from dialectal 

Russian, rather than from the etymologically related Russian particle tak ‘so, thus’. 
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Finally, a rather peculiar phenomenon is the use of the demonstrative pronoun tedd  

(Table 13.4) as a focus enclitic with nouns. The form and function of this construction 

resembles the Northern Russian enclitic demonstrative =to, which likely serves as the model 

for pattern-borrowing in Kildin Saami.6 The demonstrative can be considered a clitic rather 

than an adnominal determiner in postposition for two reasons. First, the enclitic demonstrative 

shows full agreement and thus a different syntactic behaviour compared to the defective 

agreement of the proposed free demonstrative (see Table 13.9). Second, the noun and enclitic 

demonstrative belong to the same phonological word, which is evidenced by progressive 

voice assimilation affecting the onset of the demonstrative. However, it is only the set of the 

discursive demonstrative (unmarked for spatial proximity) which occurs as a clitic. An 

example of the focus clitic is found in the text sample (40), where it occurs in accusative 

singular. Corresponding forms are, e.g. vuejjv=dedd ‘head (FOC.NOM.SG)’ and vuejv-est=deʹst 

‘head (FOC.LOC.SG)’.7 

In addition to enclitic =dedd, the borrowed Russian enclitic =to is also frequently 

attested in vernacular Kildin Saami texts. Whereas =dedd seems to be used only with nouns, 

=to can attach to other parts of speech as well, which makes it formally and functionally 

similar to constructions with the enclitic non-specific focus marker in Russian. 

Several of the borrowed conjunctions mentioned above (13.4.6) also function as 

discourse connectors, for instance turn-initial a ‘and, but’, no ‘but’ and i ‘and’ (31) (cf. 

Hakimov and Rießler 2019). Examples of native discourse connectors are (turn-initial) naa 

‘so, yes, well’, nõʹdd ‘so, yes, right, thus, well’, teʹl ‘now, well’ as well as the clitics =deʹl 

‘now, well’, =gaʹl ‘so, yes, right’, and =gõs ‘but, also, even’. 

 

13.6 Lexicon 

Beside regular morphological word formation, described above in 13.3.8–13.3.9, new lexical 

items can occur in the form of neologisms and loanwords. One example of a very common 

type of neologisms is the action participle, e.g. looggem kõʹrrj ‘text book (lit. reading book)’ 

(from (11) above) and lõhcem peerrht ‘hospital (lit. healing house).’ In some cases, 

neologisms alternate with borrowings, e.g. the latter example with boʹlnica (< Russian 

bol'nica) ‘hospital’. Distinguishing integrated loanwords from ad-hoc borrowings is not 

always easy because loanwords may be integrated with little or no phonological adaptation, 

e.g. kniiga (synonym of kõʹrrj < Karelian) (< Russian kniga) ‘book’, škoola (< Russian 

                                                
6 Yurayong (2015: 72–73, passim) also points this out. 
7 A similar construction has been reported for Veps (Grünthal 2015: 278–281, Yurayong 2015). 
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škoola) ‘school’ and mašina (< Russian mašina) ‘machine, car’. On borrowing routines and 

the adaptation of loanwords, see Rießler (2009a: 403–405) for more details. 

Note that Kildin Saami has not only borrowed content words from Russian, but 

function words as well. Several of them have already been mentioned above. Other borrowed 

function words are the alternating focus particles lõše ‘only’ (< Russian liš' ‘only’) and toʹlke 

‘only’ (< Russian tol'ko ‘only’) (Rießler and Karvovskaya 2013). In spontaneous spoken 

language, basically all Russian discourse operators are attested to occur frequently, e.g. da 

‘yes’, naverno ‘for sure’, ladno ‘certainly’, nu ‘well’, vot ‘well’, daže ‘even’, možet ‘perhaps’, 

voobšče ‘on the whole’, konječno ‘indeed’, etc. (Hakimov and Rießler 2019). 

 

13.6.1 Loanword strata 

A detailed study of loanwords in Kildin Saami is found in Rießler (2009a, see also the 

accompanying database in Rießler 2009b), which describes the following ten loanword strata: 

(1) Reconstructed Proto-Indo-European word forms and reconstructed word forms from 

dialects of Proto-Indo-European with loanwords borrowed prior to Proto-Saamic. The next 

strata comprises words borrowed from daughter languages of Proto-Indo-European, i.e. from 

(2) Proto-Indo-Iranian, (3) Proto-Baltic, and (4) Proto-Germanic. Most of the loanwords from 

the last three languages were adopted very early in Proto-Saamic and cognates are found in 

almost all modern Saamic languages. The next layers of loanwords, borrowed into Proto-

Saamic and passed on to the succeeding languages, originate from (5) Proto-Finnic, (6) Proto-

North Germanic, and (7) Proto-East Slavic. The flow of loanwords from the last three 

languages found its continuation in words borrowed into Common East Saamic and later into 

Kildin Saami from (8) Karelian, (9) North Germanic (Norwegian), and (10) Russian. 

The loanword strata described above for Kildin Saami can be compared to the case 

study on Uralic language contacts and lexical developments in Chapter 2 of this volume. 

However, taking into account the fact that true borrowing into Kildin Saami is relevant only 

for the three most recent layers (Karelian, Norwegian, and Russian), the fraction of loanwords 

from these languages among basic vocabulary is not exceptionally high. Only about 15% of 

the items of the basic vocabulary list used by The World Loanword Database (Haspelmath 

and Tadmor 2009) have been identified as loanwords in current Kildin Saami. 

It has usually been assumed that the highest impact on the lexicon of Kildin Saami 

(and the other Kola Saami languages) stems from contact with Russian (cf., e.g., Kert 1975: 

161). This is true in absolute numbers, as by far the greatest number of loanwords originate 

from Russian. However, most of these words have been introduced with modern-world items 
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during or after Soviet times. Regarding their number and their affiliation to certain semantic 

fields, the Karelian loanwords are by all means comparable to the loanwords from Russian 

(Rießler 2009a, cf. also T. I. Itkonen 1943). 

 

13.7 Glossed text example 

The following example sentences are taken from a text which was recorded by the author with 

Nina Afanasyeva (born in 1939 in Arsjogg) in Murmansk in 2006. The original recording is 

stored in the archive of the Kola Saami Documentation Project (Rießler 2005–2019) as 

session sjd2006121-2nea-ryhp; it is longer and also includes hesitations, false starts, and other 

features of spoken language which are normalized here. The first tier in the examples 

represents Standard Kildin Saami orthography, the second tier contains a Latin phonemic 

transcription (see 13.1), including interlinearization of morphemes, but without capitalization 

and punctuation marks. The third tier includes morpheme-by-morpheme glossing, and an 

English translation is provided under each example. 

 

(33) Мыйй аллькэпь… Танна та̄лльв-лоанҍт аллькэпь чисстэ-то. 

 mõjj aʹllg-ep tanna taaʹllv-låʹnd aʹllg-ep čisst-е=to 

 1PL.NOM start-1PL.PRS PROX.GEN.SG winter\NOM.SG-bird\ACC.SG start-1PL.PRS clean-

INF=FOC 

 ‘We will… This winter bird we are going to gut.’ 

 

(34) Тадта лӣ рыһп, уйнак? 

 tadda lii rõhp ujnak 

 PROX.NOM.SG be.3SG.PRS ptarmigan\NOM.SG see-2SG.PRS 

 ‘This is a ptarmigan, you see?’ 

 

(35) Та̄лльв-рыбпэнч лӣ, тю-ли-тю-ли-тю-ли, уйнак? 

 taaʹllv-rõbb-enǯ lii tju-li-tju-li-tju-li ujn-ak 

 winter\NOM.SG-ptarmigan-DERDIM2.NOM.SG be.3SG.PRS tju-li-tju-li-tju-li see-2SG.PRS 

 ‘It's a (cute) little winter ptarmigan, tyu-li-tyu-li-tyu-li, do you see (it)?’ 

 

(36) Тадта рыпбпяка лӣ, элля кӣҏҏк. 

 tadda rõbb-peagg-a lii eʹlla kiirrhk 
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 PROX.NOM.SG ptarmigan\NOM.SG-DERAUG1-DERDIM1:NOM.SG be.3SG.PRS 

NEG.3SG=be.CNG.PRS rock_ptarmigan\NOM.SG 

 ‘This is a common ptarmigan (viz. willow ptarmigan, lagopus lagopus), it’s not a rock 

ptarmigan (viz. lagopus mutus).’ 

 

(37) Кӣҏкэсьт лӣ чалльм рӯппсэ. 

 kiirhk-est lii čaʹllm ruupps-e 

 rock_ptarmigan-LOC.SG be.3SG.PRS eye\NOM.SG red-PRED.SG 

 ‘The rock ptarmigan has a red eye.’ 

 

(38) Тасьт чальм евла рӯпсэ, уйнак? 

 taʹst čaʹlm jievvla ruups-e ujn-ak 

 PROX.LOC.SG eye\NOM.PL NEG.3PL=be.CNG.PRS red-PRED.PL see-2SG.PRS 

 ‘Here (lit. ‘on this one’) the eyes aren’t red, you see.’ 

 

(39) Нюнӓ лӣ манҍтэ мо̄дже. 

 njuʹn-a lii maʹnte mooǯǯ-e 

 nose-DERDIM1.NOM.SG be.3SG.PRS such beautiful-PRED.SG 

 ‘The little beak is so beautiful.’ 

 

(40) Вуэйв-дэнн мурьтэ. 

 vuejv=denn muʹrd-e 

 head\ACC.SG=FOC.GEN|ACC.SG break-3SG.PST 

 ‘The head broke.’ 

 

(41) Тагка ле̄в суэй, уйнак, манҍтэ шӯр? 

 tagga liev suej ujn-ak maʹnte šuur 

 PROX.NOM.PL be.3PL.PRS wing\NOM.PL see-2SG.PRS such big\PRED.PL 

 ‘These are (the) wings, you see, (they are) this big.’ 

 

(42) Вӣллькесь суэй ле̄в. 

 viiʹllg-es suej liev 

 white-ATTR wing\NOM.PL be 

 ‘They are white wings.’ 
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(43) Тадта лӣ вуэййв я нюннҍ. 

 tadda lii vuejjv ja njuʹnn 

 PROX.NOM.SG be.3SG.PRS head\NOM.SG and nose\NOM.SG 

 ‘This is the head and the beak.’ 

 

(44) Лоаннҍт-вуэййв лӣ, сост лӣ нюннҍ. 

 låʹnnd-vuejjv lii sost lii njuʹnn 

 bird\NOM.SG-head\NOM.SG be.3SG.PRS 3SG.LOC be.3SG.PRS nose\NOM.SG 

 ‘It’s a bird’s head, it has a beak (viz. not a nose).’ 

 

(45) Чоаһпесь нюнӓ лӣ, дак. 

 čåʹhp-es njuʹn-a lii=dak 

 black-ATTR nose-DERDIM1:NOM.SG be.3SG.PRS=PROC 

 ‘It’s a black little beak, well.’ 

 

(46) Кӯһт, уйнак, суэй ле̄в. 

 kuuht, ujn-ak suej liev 

 two\NOM see-2SG.PRS wing\NOM.PL be.3PL.PRS 

 ‘Two, you see, wings they are.’ 

 

13.8 Further reading 

The first book written in Kildin Saami (and partly in Akkala Saami) was a translation of the 

Gospel of Matthew published in Cyrillic script by Genetz (1878) who translated the text from 

Russian with the help of Kildin Saami informants in the town of Kola. Genetz also wrote the 

first Kola Saami dictionary based on his Bible translation and a few other collected texts 

(Genetz 1891). Even the first short grammatical description of Kildin Saami by Halász (1883) 

is based on the text collection by Genetz. 

A more extensive Kildin Saami grammar was written by Ènd’ukovskij (1937), but 

Kert 1971 is the only comprehensive grammar so far. Kert has also carried out numerous 

toponymic studies on Kildin Saami; most of his work is summarized in Kert 2009. 

Antonova 1982 is the first primer for contemporary Kildin Saami. A Kildin Saami-Russian 

dictionary including a prescriptive grammar sketch is found in Afanasyeva et al. (1985), other 

bilingual dictionaries include Kert 1986, Sammallahti and Xvorostuxina 1991 (also including 
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a short appendix with most basic inflectional paradigms), and Antonova 2014. Investigations 

in Kildin Saami lexicology and lexical semantics have recently been carried out by various 

authors, for instance Ivaniščeva and Èrštadt (2014) and Ivaniščeva (2018, 2017). But the still 

most reliable source for Kildin Saami dictionary is the comparative Kola Saami dialect 

dictionary by T. I. Itkonen (1958a). 

Several collections of vernacular spoken Kildin Saami texts with translations have 

been published in books, for instance by Kert (1961) and Szabó (1967, 1968). Digital 

language documentation has been made available by Rießler (2005–2019). Recent 

methodological studies in Kildin Saami language documentation are Rießler and Wilbur 2017 

(on the interface to anthropology) and Gerstenberger et al. 2016 (on the interface to 

computational linguistics).  

The most recent studies on the sociology of Kildin Saami language are Rießler 2015, 

Siegl and Rießler 2015, Ivaniščeva 2014, and Scheller 2013. 
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